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“Acquisition”

Requirement

Analysis of Alternatives

Engineering

Development

Contracting

Implementation

Sustainment
CAE Mission

To facilitate getting capabilities
To the Warfighter
In the most efficient & effective way possible

The Acquisition Process Must be an Enabler
and not an Obstacle
Transforming Acquisition

Including ~130 Capabilities

Objectives

- Oversight commensurate with Cost and complexity
- Aggressive Acquisition Workforce Training
- Cross Prog Integration
- Integrated Master Schedule
- Dash Board Status

Striving for Acquisition Excellence throughout Life Cycle

Senior Decision Authority

Program Executive Officer

Component Acquisition Executive

ASD NII

USD AT&L

Projects: (90)

Services: (6)

Agency Items of Interest: (4)

- JEDS
- CFAST
- SME PED
- PCM

Key Acquisition of Services: (4)

- CORENet
- EMSS
- ESS
- DISN

ACAT III: (2)

Joint IP Modem-GEMSIS

Major Acquisition of Services: (2)

ComSatCom--DISN

Neural--NCES

GCCC--GCSS--Teleport

ACAT I: (5)

Agile Acquisition Workforce Training

Cross Prog Integration

Integrated Master Schedule

Dash Board Status

Over Sight

Striving for Acquisition Excellence throughout Life Cycle
Acquisition Personnel

Tony Montemarano  
(CAE)  
Martin Gross  
(VCAE)

Senior Decision Authorities (7)
- John Garing
- Alfred Rivera
- Dave Mihelcic
- Cindy Moran
- Gerry Doyle
- Al Lewis
- Jack Penkoske

Program Executive Offices (4)
- Brig Gen Hoene, USAF  
  (C2C)
- Sherrie Balko  
  (Acting)  
  (STS)
- Mark Orndorff  
  (IAN)
- Becky Harris  
  (GES)

  NECC
  GCCS-J
  GCSS
  MNIS
  SATCOM
  Joint IP Modem
  Teleport
  Directory
  PKI
  Cross Dom
  GIG COP

Names do not map to previous slide
Regardless of what you may think you’ve heard, given Information Assurance and NetOps focus, in the long run...

Security & Flexibility Of Control & The Experience Of Industry

Control

Staffing
A-B-C in Contracting

IASSURE

NexGen

GEMS

Will NOT be replaced

The agency will exploit existing internal or external contracts to the maximum extent possible.
Our Contracting Strategy

Given statutory and regulatory boundaries,

Like water…

*We tend to take the path of least resistance*

*Federal employees are human too!*
Acquisition of Services


“We are serious about ensuring the proper execution of acquisition of services contracts.”

Bottom line:
Expanded OSD NII and AT&L oversight
Expanded emphasis on performance based contracts
Summary

DISA has many opportunities to improve our support for the warfighter.

Virtually every one involves some form of contract support.

We can’t be successful without industry!
www.disa.mil